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'runel~en a )roxln"ltlOn IS rec ueCt to t le cXlstence of a lure V vo L111l C-( C )cn ent c Hlraeten ~ tlc 

tcmperature for the vibrational or thermal frec energ of the solid. Thc ana YSIS consists t en 111 a 
searc or temperature rangcs were t lcse restnctlOns on t le unctlOnal form of the free energy, anti 
the restrictions on the form of the internal energy imposed by the Hildebrand approximation, are 
satisficd for a non~mctal in the quasi-harmonic approximation. The main results are as follows: 
(1) At temperature$ somewhat above the Debye characteristic temperature for the (quasi-harmonic) 
high-temperature heat capacity at constant volume, it is appropriate to take as equation of state the 
vibrational Hildebrand equation: (2) at somewhat lower temperatures, this IIildebrand equation is 
generall y more inaccurate than the corresponding Mie-Gruneisen equation; and (3) in the low
temperature T3 region of the heat capacity, the equation of state reduces to the thermal Mie
Gruneisen equation. The explicit forms of the vibrational and thermal Mie- Gruneisen equations of 
state, and of their volume derivatives at constant temperature, are reported together with the corre
sponding Hildebrand equations. Some corollary results are obtained, within the quasi-harmonic 
approximation, on the temperature variation at constant volume of the Gruneisen parameters re
lating the explicit rolume and temperature dependence of the vibrational and thermal free energy and 
of the entropy of a cubic solid, and (in an Appendix) on the temperature variation of the Debye 
temperatures app opriate to the various thermodynamic functions of any non-metal. The available 
experimental and theoretical evidence on the anharmonic contributions to the thermodynamic 
functions of solid~ is briefly discussed, and points to the conclusion that their weight is quite small in 
the region of temperature of interest for our analysis. 

I 
1. INTRODUCTION 

THE FORMULATION of the equation of a state of a 
cubic solid under hyd~ostatic pressure which is 
commonly adopted to Idetermine the volume de
pendence of the lattice energy of the solid from 
empirical data is based either on the Hildebrand 
approximation (2) or on the Mie- Gruneisen approxi
mation. (3) In recent years, it has been tacitly 
assumed that the Mie-Gruneisen equation of state, 
which takes approximate account of the explicit 
volume dependence of the (vibrational or thermal) 
free energy of the solid, is a better formulation to 

• Based on work perfoJmed under the ~uspices of the 
U .S. Atomic Energy Cdmmission. A brief report of 
this work ha9 .been given in Ref. (1). 
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use than the Hildebrand equation of state, which 
neglects the explicit volume dependence of the 
(vibrational or thermal) internal energy of the solid. 
In effect, HUANG(4) took the Mie-Gri.ineisen 
equation of state as equation of reference in analyz
ing the validity of the Hildebrand equation. The 
same attitude is implicit also in some calculations 
of BORN and HUANG(5), who have adopted the 
vibrational Mie-Gri.ineisen equation of state, and 
an approximation to its volume derivative at con
stant temperature, to recalculate the parameters 
entering the Born expression for the lattice energy 
of the alkali halides from empirical data at room 
temperature and atmospheric pressure. More re
cently RICE et al. (6) have derived the P-V isotherm 


